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ARKANSAS POWER & LIGHT COMPANY
POST OFFICE BOX 551 UTTLE ROCK. AF#ANSAS 72203 (501)371-4000

April 21, 1986

2CAN048610

Mr. George W. Knighton, Director
PWR Project Directorate No. 7
Division of PWR Licensing - B
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

SUBJECT: Arkansas Nuclear One - Unit 2
Docket No. 50-368
License No. NPF-6
CPC Improvement Program - Additional Information

Dear Mr. Knighton:

Your letter dated April 4, 1986 (2CNA048601) requested additional information
for your review of our Technical Specifications change request dated
February 27, 1986 (2CAN028601) related to the Core Protection Calculator (CPC)
Improvement Program for ANO-2. Following are the two specific questions and
our responses:

Question 1: Describe the derivation of Fig. 3.2-1. Why does removal of the
flux peaking augmentation factors result in a lower kw/ft limit? Justify how
Fig. 3.2-1 is applicable for conditions of either both or neither CEAC
being operable.

Response: Figure 3.2-1 is simply the linear heat rate limit assumed in
the safety analysis. COLSS monitors this limit automatically via its power
operating limit calculation based on linear heat rate. When COLSS is out
of service, the limit can be monitored with CPC via its linear heat rate
calculation.

The safety analysis (in particular LOCA) assumed that the linear heat rate
limit monitored by either COLSS or CPC includes the application of
augmentation factors. In the LOCA analysis, the augmentation factor results
in an improvement in the hot rod radiation enclosure. Since augmentation
factors are no longer present in COLSS and CPC, toe linear heat rate limit was
reduced to preclude the need for re-analysis. The final choice of 13.5 kw/ft
was made in order to bound future cycles as well. The actual reduction in the
linear heat rate limit required to compensate for this removal of augmentation
factors would be less than 4%.
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Figure 3.2-1 and the COLSS power operating limit based on linear heat rate
are applicable for conditions of either, both or neither CEAC being operable.
LOCA, the transient which sets the limit, does not credit a CPC/CEAC trip.
Therefore, no adjustment to the linear heat rate limit for either COLSS in
service or out of service is needed when CEACs are not operable.

Question 2: Explain how the 13% DNBR penalty factor in Specification
3.2.4.b was derived.

Response: Technical Specification 3.2.4.b requires that the COLSS
calculated core power be maintained less than or equal to COLSS calculated
core power operating limit based on DNBR decreased by 13% in power units.
This additional penalty, along with the remainder of Action 5.b of Tech.
Spec. Table 3.3-1, provides sufficient margin for CEA misoperation events
during periods when the CPC system does not have CEA position information.

The 13% DNBR penalty factor was calculated based on a single group 6 CEA
withdrawal event. COLSS Margin is adjusted in order to accommodate the
power rise and increased core peaking during the event. The penalty factor
is set conservatively high in order to avoid cycle to cycle changes to the
Technical Specifications.

During normal operation (with at least one CEAC in service) single CEA
withdrawal events do not impact COLSS margin requirements because a reactor
trip is generated as soon as the CPC system detects the withdrawal
exceeding a small deadband.

This in/ormation should allow you to complete your review of our CPC
Improvement Program related Technical Specifications amendment submittal.

Very truly yours,

. - %
. Ted Enos, Manager

Nuclear Engineering and Licensing
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